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Passion.
Performance.

AirCare app 
Remote compressor control  

Monitor & 
control your 
compressor 
on your phone
Meet your new favorite productivity 
app. With AirCare, compressor control 
and monitoring are always within reach. 
The app keeps a constant eye on 
your compressor and sends you 
real-time notifications. You can also 
remotely control the unit to turn it on/
off or improve its efficiency. The app 
can even run a leakage detection 
program. Download AirCare now from 
your app store. Installing AirCare is 
as quick and easy as using it!

One-touch performance 
and efficiency  
-  Monitor your compressor 

performance status and stats.

-  Remotely control your compressor. 

-  Leakage detection.

-  Real-time notifications and alerts. 

-  Your go-to place for support and 
information.
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AIRCARE APP REMOTE COMPRESSOR CONTROL

Use the AirCare app to control your  
CP QRS oil-injected screw compressor.

In one quick glance, you get your compressor’s  
key stats and weekly usage report.

Monitor performance and productivity  
Use AirCare to check your compressor’s  
real-time performance: 
- Pressure
- Temperature
- Running hours
- Operation mode

Control and optimize your compressor  
With AirCare you can remotely control your  
compressor and optimize its efficiency: 
- Start and stop your compressor
- Set unload and load pressure
-  Select your required pressure bands to enhance 

performance and save energy
- Set up your week timer

Receive real-time notifications
Avoid wear and tear, and unexpected breakdowns,  

with AirCare notifications via wifi:
- Real-time machine warnings 

- Real-time machine shutdowns

Leakage detection 
program 
To ensure your compressor 
operates efficiently, AirCare 
comes with a handy air leakage 
detection feature. It not only finds 
leaks, but it also calculates how 
much money those leaks are 
costing you and how much 
you could save in energy 
costs by fixing them.

Setting up your AirCare  
is as easy as 1-2-3: 
1   Download the AirCare app  

from the App Store or Google Play. 
2  Scan the barcode of your compressor. 
3   Connect your compressor to your  

wifi network. Library of information and online support
AirCare holds an entire library of instruction manuals, 
installation guides, videos, and much more related to 
your compressor. 

www.cp.comwww.cp.com

Use only authorized parts. Any damage or malfunction caused by the use of unauthorized parts is not covered by Warranty or Product Liability.


